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FOREWORD
As the use of performance-based methodologies evolve, it is becoming critically important to
identify, characterize, and quantify design fires for buildings. NFPA 557, Standard for
Determination of Fire Loads for Use in Structural Fire Protection Design, was developed to
provide fire load data for structural fire protection design. NFPA 557 calls for the use of either
occupancy-based fuel load data or surveying fuel load density. Fuel load surveys using current
methodologies are a substantial undertaking, which has resulted in the availability of only very
limited fuel load data. Thus, occupancy specific fuel load data is currently very limited within NFPA
557. More efficient fuel load survey methodologies are needed to develop fuel load data for a
variety of building occupancies.
Therefore, the Fire Protection Research Foundation initiated this effort with the goal to develop a
prototype fuel load survey methodology that can facilitate the development of fuel load data for a
variety of building occupancies. The methodology is intended to consider the necessary accuracy
of the fuel load data to allow for efficient data collection.
The Fire Protection Research Foundation expresses gratitude to the report author Negar ElhamiKhorasani, Juan Gustavo Salado Castillo, Esther Saula, Timothy Josephs, Gauhar Nurlybekova,
who are with University at Buffalo located in Buffalo, NY, USA and Thomas Gernay, who is with
Johns Hopkins Whiting School of Engineering located in Baltimore, MD, USA. The Research
Foundation appreciates the guidance provided by the Project Technical Panelists, the funding
provided by the project sponsors, and all others that contributed to this research effort.
The content, opinions and conclusions contained in this report are solely those of the authors and
do not necessarily represent the views of the Fire Protection Research Foundation, NFPA,
Technical Panel or Sponsors. The Foundation makes no guaranty or warranty as to the accuracy
or completeness of any information published herein.
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Summary
This report is prepared for the NFPA Research Foundation. It presents the outcomes of the project
entitled “Digitized Fuel Load Survey Methodology Using Machine Vision”, which was selected
by the Foundation on February 15, 2019, following the Request for Proposal for a “Prototype Fuel
Load Survey Methodology”. The work has been carried out by Assistant Professor Negar ElhamiKhorasani at University at Buffalo and Assistant Professor Thomas Gernay at Johns Hopkins
University.
The work addresses the need to provide reliable fuel load data to quantify design fires for buildings.
The availability of fuel load data is currently hindered by the lack of an efficient method for
surveying of buildings. This project develops and applies a new methodology for fuel load surveys
that can facilitate the collection, storage, and analysis of fuel load data for a variety of building
occupancies.
The new survey method harnesses recent developments in mobile electronic devices, cloud
storage, and machine vision to efficiently complete fuel load surveys in buildings. A four-step
method is developed comprising digital inventory, data organization, item matching through
computer vision, and fuel load estimation. The four-step method is handled through an interactive
electronic surveying form that has been programmed as part of this project. The electronic
surveying form can be accessed on any mobile device with an internet connection, such as an iPad,
to complete the survey. The application guides the user through the process and allows taking
digital measurements and pictures of the room and content, which are stored, and later searched
through different retail search engines using image recognition to match the pictures. Automatic
matching of the picture with an online catalogue item gives access to further information about
this item including weight, and at times, material composition. These information are then used to
evaluate the item fuel load, using a table of calorific values for different materials, which is coded
in the application.
The survey method has been applied to three buildings in Buffalo over the summer and fall of
2019. A total office area of 1720 m2 was surveyed consisting of 34 closed offices and 161 cubicles
within 12 large open plan office spaces. Compartment areas ranging from 8 to 87 m2 for closed
offices and 24 to 345 m2 for open plan offices. The measured fuel load density for movable content
had a mean of 1115 MJ/m² with a standard deviation of 614 MJ/m². When including the fixed
NFPA Research Foundation
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content, the measured total fuel load density had a mean of 1486 MJ/m² with a standard deviation
of 726 MJ/m². These values are considerably larger than values found in older surveys and most
code provisions. The surveyed rooms had large quantities of paper, which amounted to 54% of the
movable fuel load on average. Based on these results, and findings from other recent surveys, it is
recommended to collect additional data and either confirm or update the existing codes and
guidelines for fuel load density in office buildings.
The proof of concept for the new methodology illustrated the feasibility and practicality of the
approach. In particular, significant breakthrough of survey methods can be realized by taking
advantage of recent technological advances. However, this methodology is the first-generation of
its kind and directions for improvement are identified in the report. The long-term objective of this
project is to develop the foundation of a database with an inventory of images and the
corresponding fuel load density values. Such database could then dramatically speed up the
surveying process by directly matching (through computer vision) surveyed items with a fuel load
value, i.e. bypassing the current step of identification of the weight and material composition. The
current database includes information on 135 chairs, 94 desks, and 59 bookshelves. The work has
established the foundation toward a fully automatized method, by defining the methodology,
setting up the electronic form, and a structured database of recorded information. A wide adoption
of this method could provide more benefits by progressively populating such digital fuel load
database. The results can then be used to provide design guidelines for fuel load density in codes
and standards, for application in performance-based design.
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1
1.1

Introduction

Background

The first step in performance based design of structures for fire is to identify, characterize and
quantify design fire scenarios. Physically, fuel load density is a prevailing parameter since it
quantifies the amount of energy that is available as fuel to the fire. It strongly influences
temperatures achieved in a compartment during a fire event, along with compartment geometry,
ventilation conditions, and properties of the boundary of enclosure. The fuel load density is defined
as the amount of available combustible materials per unit floor area of a compartment, in MJ/m²
units. The fuel load density depends on the amount of material (quantified by mass in kg) and the
nature of said materials (quantified by calorific value in MJ/kg) in the considered compartment.
The combustible materials in a compartment include movable and fixed contents such as furniture
and interior finishes including floor finishing, wall and ceiling linings.
Yet for an engineer, determination of fuel load density is not an easy task. There is a great deal of
uncertainty in quantifying this parameter during the design process as the value can vary greatly
between different buildings, as well as vary within the same building compartment over time.
Statistics of data collected from fuel load density surveys are the basis of the design values in codes
and standards. These surveys provide a picture of the amount of fuel load in selected compartments
at a given point in time. For example, NFPA 557 [1]: “Standard for Determination of Fire Loads
for use in Structural Fire Protection Design’’ uses a risk-based framework in determination of
design fuel load density and provides an Annex on previous fuel load survey data from 1957 to
2008 conducted in the US, Canada, Europe, and India, with only a handful surveys completed after
year 2000.
Meanwhile, the types of materials have changed significantly in recent decades with, for instance,
the ever-increasing use of polymers, or the advent of computers and electronic equipment. The
typical building layouts have also evolved from small closed rooms toward larger open space
compartments. Therefore, data must regularly be collected and updated. Given the importance of
the fuel load density in performance-based fire engineering, there is a need for a rational and
accurate evaluation of this parameter if one wants to achieve a consistent level of fire safety within
the built environment.
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Survey methods employed in the past include direct weighing, inventory, a combination of
weighing and inventory, use of questionnaires, and web-based photographs of real estate websites.
The current preferred approach, as recommended by NFPA 557, is the combination of inventory
and weighing method, where direct weighing is applied to smaller items and the inventory method
is used for heavier items. Meanwhile, recent technological developments provide an opportunity
for more sophisticated yet easy-to-implement survey methodologies to increase the efficiency and
improve accuracy of the surveying method for fuel load data collection.

1.2

Project objectives

This project has been prepared for the NFPA Research Foundation in response to the request for a
“Prototype Fuel Load Survey Methodology”. The research objective is to establish, implement,
and field test an innovative fuel load survey methodology based on picture collection of building
contents, virtual measurements, and image recognition techniques. Application of a technologybased methodology improves the efficiency of fuel load surveying procedure, while enhancing the
reliability and repeatability of the procedure. It also facilitates development of a database which
could be built over time to maintain an efficient survey methodology as the nature of compartment
materials and furniture evolve.
The developed methodology in this project will be applied to survey offices in three buildings,
covering closed and open space offices with different compartment areas. The collected data will
be analyzed and compared with results of existing surveys. Finally, the project will conduct a
sensitivity analysis of the collected data to a number of factors, such as office size, office use, and
material composition.
The new method will be materialized in the form of an interactive electronic surveying form, the
code of which will be delivered to the Foundation together with this report.
The decision on recommended fuel load design value should be based on probabilistic calculations
and a target safety level for the design. Higher safety requirements lead to selection of a higher
percentile of fuel load for calculation of design fire, in turn leading to increased thickness of
insulation on members to achieve satisfactory performance under the calculated design fire. The
target safety should be acceptable to the public, and at the same time as low as reasonably
NFPA Research Foundation
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practicable (commonly referred to as ALARP). In determining the probability of failure of a
structure under fire, fuel load density is an input from the demand side, to quantify the temperaturetime evolution within the structure. This project will provide the distribution of fuel load data based
on the surveyed buildings, but the ultimate design recommendation for fuel load density in
regulatory codes should be based on a comprehensive reliability-based analysis with a target safety
level. Meanwhile, report of fuel load distribution as part of this project can advance performancebased fire engineering where the target performance objective can be determined by the
stakeholder.
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2

Literature review

This section provides a summary of previously published surveys on fuel load density in buildings.
The surveys are grouped based on the country in which the study was conducted. The focus is on
surveys conducted post 1970s. Next, the section includes a discussion on the methodologies used
in conducting the surveys, and the advantages and disadvantages of each methodology. From the
study of previous surveys, the important parameters to be considered during surveys are identified
for the current project and the challenges in conducting a survey are discussed. Finally, this section
also includes a discussion on calorific values (MJ/kg) of different materials, which is required to
convert surveyed mass of an item (kg) into fuel load (MJ).

2.1

Existing surveys on fuel load density

2.1.1

Surveys performed in the US

During the 1970’s, the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) initiated a project to determine live
load and fuel load in office and educational facilities. As part of this program, Culver and Kushner
(1975) developed a methodology and completed a survey for office buildings [2]. One of the
program objectives was to establish a surveying methodology that would be applicable to buildings
with different occupancy types. Culver and Kushner adapted a methodology that was originally
developed by Cornell [3]. The fuel load density surveying methodology was based on an inventory
technique. The survey included furniture, equipment, and items brought in for the service of the
occupants. Combustible finish materials, including flooring finish, ceilings, etc. were included as
well. The survey did not include walls and full height partitions, windows, and doors. A total of
23 buildings were selected to be surveyed. Not all rooms in a given building were surveyed, but
rather a sampling plan was used to survey some rooms in each of the 23 buildings. The survey data
were grouped into three categories:
a) building characteristic: including building location, age, height, number of stories, type of
vertical load resisting system, and floor plan layout;
b) building occupancy: including occupancy type (government or private) and firm data (location
in the building, classification, etc.);
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c) room data: including functions performed in rooms (file, clerical, etc.), room size, doors and
windows, type and properties of content items, and number of occupants.
In the survey, information on mass of items was obtained from visual observations and recorded
physical characteristics of the contents. A central assumption was that a relationship could be
established between the visual characteristics of items and their mass. Transfer functions were
therefore developed to formulate such relationships. The transfer functions were derived using
manufacturers’ catalogs for common items in an office: paper, books, desks, tables, seating,
shelving cabinets, telephones, typewriters and calculators. In cases where catalog data was not
sufficient, additional data was obtained from direct weighing of the items that were supplied by
the manufacturers. Culver and Kushner [2] provides the detailed data for office furniture that were
used to develop the transfer functions. Finally, the methodology acknowledged that the collection
of detailed information on finishing for walls, ceilings, and floors were not possible (e.g., number
of paint coatings), but general inventory information (e.g., type of bounding surface) was collected.
A number of key takeaways from the study is listed below (Culver, 1976 [4] and Gross, 1977 [5]):
a) Similar fuel loads were observed in government and private offices. Geographic location,
building height and age did not significantly affect the load.
b) Magnitude of fuel load (and live load) was correlated to the use of the room. Libraries, storage
and filing rooms had more load.
c) The mean room load decreased as the area of the room increased.
d) Paper and books accounted for about 40% of the total fuel load.
e) Overall mean total fuel mass was 36 kg/m2 (7.3 psf), including 28 kg/m2 (5.7 psf) of movable
content and 8 kg/m2 (1.6 psf) of interior finish.
In a recent work, Elhami Khorasani et al. [6] further analyzed Culver’s data, considering the
correlation of fuel load with the room type and area of the room (points b and c listed above), and
derived a probabilistic model to quantify fuel load density in an office building. Culver’s fuel mass
density (reported in psf) was converted to fuel load density by assuming average calorific value
for wood. As part of this study, Elhami Khorasani et al. compared Culver’s data qCulver with the
95% fractile design fuel load density qfk,d from the Eurocode 1 (EC1) [7] for office occupancy. The
data was organized into two main categories: (1) Light-Weight Compartments (general, clerical,
NFPA Research Foundation
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lobby and conference) and (2) Heavy-Weight Compartments (file and storage). Based on this
classification, a total of 60 data points were generated for light-weight category, and 30 data points
for heavy-weight category. It was concluded that the EC value was conservative for light weight
categories but the majority of data points in the heavy-weight category exceeded EC’s design
value. The randomly generated fuel load densities from reported Culver’s statistics had a mean
value of 455 MJ/m2 for light-weight and 1305 MJ/m2 for heavy-weight categories.
Caro and Milke [8] conducted surveys of two office buildings in 1996. One building was located
at the University of Maryland College Park and the other at the General Service Administration
Headquarters in Washington D.C. The surveys adopted a direct weighing method, which is
arguably the most accurate method to quantify fuel load. Results were presented in the form of
two survey methods (different ways of weighting), two office types (closed versus open), and
different material categories. A total of six offices were surveyed. The first weighing method in
this case involved direct measurement of the mass of combustible and movable contents (metal
contents were excluded) in an office while operational. In the second method, offices were targeted
which were in the process of moving/relocation and much of the contents were boxed. The mass
of office content within boxes were measured. A derating factor was used in case of enclosed
materials. The movable fuel mass from operational offices had a mean of 71.4 kg/m2 (14.63 psf)
while the mean for boxed packages was 62 kg/m2 (12.63 psf). The movable fuel from open plan
offices had a mean of 71 kg/m2 (14.55) psf while the same mass density was 65 kg/m2 (13.29) for
closed and compartmented offices. Computer equipment contributed 6.2% of the total load and
partitions contributed 11.4%. By comparing two office types, the outcomes of the study also show
the impact of open plan designs on the fuel load. It is noteworthy that the reported mass values in
this survey were relatively larger than the mean values reported by Culver’s study (overall mean
of 36 kg/m2), although the survey involved a small number of buildings (two).
2.1.2

Surveys performed in India

Kumar and Rao [9] conducted a survey of eight office buildings between July 1992 to July 1993
in Kanpur, India. All the surveyed buildings had closed offices, and a similar inventory procedure
as used by Culver (explained in Section 2.1.1) was adapted. Data on type of item, material, and
measured dimensions were collected for both movable (furniture, equipment, etc.) and nonmovable contents. The measured dimensions were used to calculate the volume and the
NFPA Research Foundation
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corresponding mass. For commonly used furniture, masses were obtained from datasheets obtained
from manufacturers. No derating factor was applied to enclosed combustible items such as closed
filing cabinets. Based on the results of the survey, room use (reception, storage, clerical, general,
etc.) and floor area were the two factors with considerable influence on the value of fuel load
density. In this survey, wood and paper contributed to 98.7% of fuel load for all rooms in office
buildings, and movable content was the major component (88.3%) of the total fuel load. The
average fuel load for all buildings was 348 MJ/m2 with standard deviation of 262 MJ/m2, and
maximum value of 1860 MJ/m2.
2.1.3

Surveys performed in Europe

In the early 2000s, the ETH (Eidgenössische Tech- nische Hoschule Zürich) and VKF (Swiss Fire
Authority, Bern) [10] surveyed fuel load data in 95 industrial and commercial enterprises in
Switzerland. In parallel, a different study, as part of the National Project for Fire Safety
Engineering, surveyed 139 rooms in public buildings (shopping centers, hotels, hospitals) and
offices in France [11]. The surveying methodology was similar in both studies, collecting general
information (date, company name, etc.), geometrical parameters (room dimensions, wall material,
opening size), and fuel load data. A distinction was made between items with a simple geometry
(e.g., cabinet) and those where dimensions were hard to estimate (e.g., chair). For the first category,
weight or volume was measured (the easier option was chosen case by case), while the fuel load
density of the second category was determined using a list of common products in catalogues. The
part of survey that included office buildings collected data from 61 rooms, including reading and
meeting rooms. The mean value and standard deviation of fuel load density were 657 MJ/m2 and
290 MJ/m2 respectively, with both lognormal and Gumbel distributions suited for a fit to data.
81% of data contained cellulosic materials (paper and wood) while 8% of the fuel load density
originated from plastic materials.
2.1.4

Surveys performed in Canada

Bwalya et al. [12] completed a pilot survey of residential living rooms using a web-based
questionnaire method in 2005. The questionnaire included 64 questions and was sent by email to
the employees of the Institute for Research in Construction (IRC) at the National Research Council
of Canada (NRC). The web-based questionnaire had a pre-determined common list of household
items in drop-down menus to select quantities, sizes, and material. In addition, information was
NFPA Research Foundation
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collected on the type and size of the home, number of exits, and number of windows in a living
room. Given the nature of this approach, it was expected that more qualitative information would
be collected, where accuracy cannot be easily verified. It was also assumed that most of the
furniture consisted of combustible material (e.g., tables were assumed made out of wood while
other materials such as metal or glass could be found in home furniture). Therefore, the value of
fuel load calculated in the survey was expected to be larger than true average values.
In a different study, Bwalya et al. [13] completed a survey of floor areas in multi-family dwellings
using information obtained from real-estate websites, which offered photos of rooms and their
dimensions. Major room finishing and items such as sofas or beds were clearly visible in photos.
However, it was noted that it might not be possible to view all the content if a single view of a
room was provided; for example, dressers, drawers, etc. might not be visible in a photo.
Hadjisophocleous and Chen [14] completed a survey of four elementary schools and three high
schools in Ottawa, Canada in 2009. The inventory method was used with a few sample items
(chairs, plastic bins, etc.) weighed during the survey. The combustible material in metal cabinets
and drawers were not counted in the fuel load survey. Window areas were recorded as part of the
survey. The results showed that libraries had the largest fuel load density, compared to classrooms
and computer rooms. Wood products provided the highest contribution to the total fuel load
density, except in libraries, where paper had the largest contribution.
A study supported by the NFPA was conducted in Canada in 2011 to inform and provide guidance
on the correlation between surveying methodology and results of fuel load density [15]. As part of
this study, a total of 103 offices in five office buildings were surveyed, including 27 enclosed
offices and 76 open offices (cubicles). The office buildings were located in the provinces of
Ontario and Quebec and included private and federal government buildings. The survey was
performed from November 2010 to April 2011. The surveyors collected general information on
the buildings, type of offices (closed or open), dimensions and geometry of offices and openings,
fixed fuel load (floor, wall, and ceiling finish), and content fuel load. Data from same set of office
rooms, were collected using the surveying methods of direct weighing, inventory, combination,
and questionnaire to enable a direct comparison of methodologies. However, poor participation by
occupants for the questionnaire method resulted in termination of using this methodology. It
should also be noted that the direct weighing of some heavy items was not possible during the
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survey and pre-listed weights were used instead, which resulted in uncertainty in determining the
correct value of fuel load density for those items. The inventory method resulted in a mean of 852
MJ/m2 and standard deviation of 484 MJ/m2, the weighing method resulted in a mean of 530 MJ/m2
and standard deviation of 257 MJ/m2, and the combination method resulted in a mean of 557
MJ/m2 and standard deviation of 286 MJ/m2. The inventory method had the largest mean, the
weighing methods had the lowest mean, and the combination method had values in between. Also,
open offices had larger fuel load density compared to closed offices. The study used derating
factors for enclosed items. During the survey, it was observed that about 50% of metal cabinets
were left open.
2.1.5

Surveys performed in Australia

Barnett et al. [16] surveyed three schools in Australia between January and April of 2015. A total
of 85 rooms were surveyed using a combination of inventory and weighting methods. Four digital
scales, standard tape measure and electronic distance measuring devices were used during the
survey. The collected information during the survey included room geometry and floor plan
sketches, opening dimensions, construction type of boundary walls, and movable fuel load. The
inventory method was applied to large items (e.g., desks, bookshelves, cabinets, etc.), while
smaller items (e.g., plastic bins, baskets, toys, etc.) were directly weighed using digital scales. The
survey concluded that school type (primary vs. secondary school) and room use (e.g., primary
school classrooms compared to secondary school classrooms) had a significant influence on the
value of fuel load density.

2.2

Summary of existing surveying methods

The previously published surveys summarized in Section 2.1 adopted different surveying
methodologies and approaches.
The weighing method involves direct weighing of furniture and equipment using specially
designed scale. The time and cost involved in this approach is significant and the procedure is
disruptive to daily activities. In addition to this issue, the direct weighing method is difficult to
apply to heavy or fixed items, as highlighted in the NFPA study by Zalok in 2011 [15]. Therefore,
there is an increase in the results uncertainty when heavy or fixed items are measured.
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Recognizing the drawbacks of the weighing method, Culver and Kushner [2] adapted an inventory
survey technique and a transfer function, as explained above, which related visual data to mass
using the available information from manufacturers’ catalogs. The procedure provides less
disruption, is faster to conduct, does not require much training of the surveying crew, and can be
extended to monitor change in load over time. However, surveys using the inventory method are
still a substantial undertaking, notably because they require matching the visual data to associated
catalog items. Besides, these surveys involve some level of approximation in using a transfer
function to assign mass to items based on catalogue data. To improve accuracy, recent surveys
took advantage of a combination of weighing and inventory methods where smaller items were
directly weighed and larger items were analyzed using the inventory method.
Another surveying methodology that was discussed to evaluate fuel load density is the
questionnaire method. This methodology mainly consists of distributing a survey questionnaire
that needs to be completed by the occupants of the surveyed building. The scope of the
questionnaire regarding the detail level of information that is requested from the occupants will
have a considerable impact on the uncertainty to predict the fuel load. Despite the advantages of
no disruption and reduced time to perform the survey, this method has presented difficulties related
to lack of participation, verification of the information that is collected based on personal
judgement of the surveyor, and systematic overestimation of fuel load for items such as
bookshelves or drawers. Therefore, the collected information from the questionnaire method is
mostly qualitative.
Another approach to collect data on the fuel load density was the real estate website review
methodology. This approach utilizes data such as drawings or photographs collected from real
estate websites in order to estimate the fuel load. This method, similar to the questionnaire method,
is not disruptive and estimates can be obtained in a reasonable amount of time. However, issues
such as lack of reliable information in the form of limited photographs or drawings and the high
level of assumptions that this method demands, considerably increases the uncertainty of the
prediction of the fuel load.
The advantages and disadvantages of the discussed methodologies are summarized in Table 2-1.
The main conclusions from the review of existing surveying methods are: (i) the surveying method
influences the obtained fuel load density; (ii) fuel load surveys are a cumbersome undertaking, and
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therefore they cannot be completed frequently, so there is relatively few available data; and (iii)
selection of a method involves a trade-off between accuracy and speed, where the most accurate
methods are relatively slow and disruptive (e.g. weighing method), whereas the fastest methods
may lack accuracy and ability to verify the results (e.g. website). The NFPA 557 Standard on
determination of fuel loads [1] recommends that fuel load surveys be conducted using a
combination of weighing and inventory method, to combine the advantages of both techniques.
The recommendation on combination of weighing and inventory methods by NFPA 557 seems to
be the most reliable approach that is currently available. There is a trade-off between accuracy and
speed of conducting a survey and the combination method balances the accuracy of weighing
method and the speed of the inventory method.

Table 2-1 Advantages and disadvantages of existing surveying methodologies

Advantages

Disadvantages

Direct
Weighing

Inventory

Combination

Higher accuracy
than other
methods

Works for both
fixed and
movable items

Accurate values
for irregular
shaped objects

Possibility to
verify the
results a
posteriori

Combines the
advantages of
inventory and
direct weighing

Fixed items are
estimated

Use of transfer
functions

Requires some
approximation

Data is mostly
qualitative

Involved labor

Disruption of
functions and
privacy

Survey time

Data
verification is
complicated

Survey time
Disruption of
functions and
privacy

Reduction of
uncertainties
from inventory

Disruption of
functions and
privacy

Questionnaire
Lower time
required for
survey
No disruptions
of functions or
privacy

Some items are
systematically
overestimated

Website
Physical
presence of the
surveyor not
required
No disruptions
of functions or
privacy
Requires a
number of
assumptions
Entire
compartment
can hardly be
described

Judgmental

Some of the surveying methods discussed above, such as the inventory method adopting transfer
functions based on catalogues, have been designed decades ago. Nowadays, with the advent of
internet, search engines and retailers have structured databases of their inventory in lieu of printed
catalogues. Besides, many of these databases (such as Google or Wayfair.com) allow for a reverse
image search, which uses Artificial Intelligence (AI) to identify similar images on the web (in case
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of Google) or similar furniture items on the website inventory (in case of Wayfair.com). The new
technologies provide an opportunity to improve the speed of the surveying methods which have
best accuracy but used to be the slowest (inventory, weighing). Therefore, this project proposes to
substitute some of the tasks in the traditional inventory method by an automated procedure,
harnessing the advances made in creating online structured datasets, computer vision and data
mining, coupled with the omnipresence of cameras incorporated in smartphones and tablets. The
proposed method is thus a digitized surveying methodology based on machine vision.

2.3

Key parameters to be included in fuel load surveys

Calculating the fuel load in a building compartment requires evaluating the amount of material
(quantified by mass in kg) and the nature, or material composition, of said materials, which allows
applying the relevant calorific value in MJ/kg to translate mass to energy. The calorific value is
further discussed in Section 2.4.
In conducting previous surveys, surveyors have recorded a number of parameters about the
surveyed rooms, which allowed conducting statistical analyses for identifying the parameters
which influence the fuel load density. These previous data analyses are valuable to future survey
methods, by informing the key parameters to be included in fuel load surveys.
In view of developing a digitized surveying methodology, the aforementioned previous surveys in
Sections 2.1.1 to 2.1.5 were reviewed to summarize the parameters considered in those surveys,
and identify which of those influenced the results. Table 2-2 provides an overview of this analysis.
It should be noted that material type and composition of a furniture item are key factors that
directly define fuel load density and therefore such information is not included in the Table but
discussed in Section 2.4. In the surveys, the measured fuel load was not influenced by location,
height, and floor level. In contrast, surveys showed the influence of room size, room use (e.g.,
storage versus clerical offices) and occupancy sub-classification on the fuel load. The latter
parameters should thus be recorded in future surveys.
The occupancy sub-classification has been considered in a different manner by different surveyors.
For example, Culver [4] considered sub-categories of private and government buildings for the
surveyed offices, while Caro and Milke [8] and Zalok [15] recorded sub-categories of closed or
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cubicle spaces in an office. Barnett et al. [16] surveyed schools in Australia and concluded that a
differentiation between elementary or secondary schools should be made.
Existing studies compared distribution of fuel load density with the age of surveyed buildings and
found that age is not a significant influencing factor. Gross [5] states that the magnitude of load in
office buildings was not significantly affected by building age in the existing surveys at the time,
but variation of fuel load with occupancy duration was not clearly established and required further
study. In terms of type of content, it can be argued that, although building age could range from
new to more than 30-40 years, the furniture items inside offices are replaced overtime and therefore
older buildings would have similar inventory of items as more recent buildings. However, age
could indirectly make a difference if placed in the context of accumulated items over time. An
office that is occupied within a year, probably contains relatively little content/piles of
papers/folders. It is expected that the accumulated content will increase over time and, after a few
years (5 to 10 years), the amount of load reaches a plateau and ceases to significantly increase with
further passing years. A discussion on this parameter will be included in the data analysis section.

Table 2-2 List of considered parameters in a sample of previous surveys and their statistical influence on
fuel load density. Green cells indicate the parameter was recorded and found significant; orange cells
indicate the parameter was recorded and found moderately significant or deserves further study; red cells
indicate the parameter was recorded and found insignificant. An empty (blank) cell indicates the
parameter was not considered in the study.
Culver
(1976)

Caro &
Milke (1996)

Kumar &
Rao (1997)

Zalok
(2011)

Barnett et al.
(2017)

Location
Age
Height
Floor level
Room size
Room use
Occupancy duration
Occupancy sub-classification

2.4

Calorific Value

2.4.1

Measurement methods

The measurement of fuel load density is principally based on two important quantities. The first
one is the mass of the objects that are surveyed. The second quantity is related to the amount of
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heat energy contained by that mass. The calorific value is the parameter that quantifies the heat
energy a body releases per unit of mass under complete combustion (unit of MJ/kg). The calorific
value is an important variable in fire hazard assessment [17]. Several factors affect the reported
calorific values for materials, most of which relate to the technique used to measure those values.
For measuring the calorific value, the simplest and most commonly used approach is the use of an
oxygen bomb calorimeter. This device allows the measurement of a gross heat of combustion,
which needs to be corrected to consider the water that condensates during the process to obtain the
net heat of combustion, which is a better representative measurement of the calorific value of the
tested material. However, the net heat of combustion of a material as determined from an oxygen
bomb calorimeter may still not reflect accurately the calorific value to be considered for
determining fuel load density, because the conditions during a real fire could be quite different
from the conditions during the experiment.
The calorific value released under real fire conditions is referred to here as heat of combustion.
The heat of combustion of furniture items can be determined as the time-dependent ratio of the
heat release rate to the mass loss rate. As a result, other methodologies were proposed that
measured the heat release rate (release of energy over time) instead of the heat of combustion (total
energy). These methodologies rely on Thornton’s Rule derived in 1917, which states that
approximately 13.1 MJ of energy are released from common organic materials when 1 kg of
oxygen is consumed. This rule is the basis of the Oxygen Consumption Method that was developed
in the late 1970s. The oxygen consumption method allows the testing in small, intermediate and
large-scale configurations using calorimeters that are categorized in the same manner. Furniture
calorimeters have been developed and are used to contemplate the complex behavior that objects,
composed of several materials, exhibit when ignited. However, testing of furniture items
(compared to material samples) are limited and results cannot be generalized unless a large sample
of a furniture item (e.g., chairs with different sizes and material compositions) are tested to provide
enough information for application in surveys.
2.4.2

Measured values

In a fuel load survey, the use of the calorific value to translate mass into energy raises some
challenges. The surveyor records the mass of each item in a room. But to assign the corresponding
calorific value, the material composition should be identified. A clear example of the source of
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uncertainty is identification of the type of plastic that composes a given furniture item. Due to the
prevalent use of polymers in furniture (chairs, sofas, etc.) and equipment (computers, phones,
printers, etc.), this issue can affect the fuel load estimation. For a furniture item which is made of
a combination of materials, the problem is even more complex. Identifying these materials and
their respective proportion generates uncertainty in the prediction of the fuel load. In developing
the proposed methodology, review of sample item specifications (e.g., material composition of
ceiling tiles) and literature (e.g., sustainability studies on material composition of a typical
computer) provided insight in assigning materials to the surveyed items.
Based on the above discussion, the computation of fuel load density in a compartment containing
different combustible items is formulated by Equation 2-1 [18]:
𝑞=

∑% 𝑚% ∙ 𝐻%
𝐴

Equation 2-1

Where:
𝑞:

Fuel load density (MJ/m2)

𝑚% :

Mass of a combustible material 𝑖 (kg)

𝐻% :

Net heat of combustion or calorific value, specific energy released from combustion
per unit mass of material 𝑖 (MJ/kg)

𝐴:

Area of fire compartment (m2)

In the above equation, the net heat of combustion (net calorific value) can be obtained from
standard tests as explained before. However, both CIB W14 [19] and EC1 [7] provide guidance
that, if needed, the net heat of combustion may be adjusted for moist material given the moisture
(humidity) content as percentage of dry weight. Therefore, based on Equation 2-1, the choice of a
net calorific value is an important factor when a survey is performed. A survey of literature is
conducted and it has been found that several studies ([19 - 36]) have reported different calorific
values for the same material. The variation can be related to the conditions or assumptions that
were considered for the measurements. In development of the methodology for the digitized survey
in this project, several calorific values from different references, surveyors, and standards ([19 36]) were collected. It was verified that the reported values were not linked to the same source, in
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other words, one reference was not counted twice. Table 2-3 summarizes the average of the
calorific values, from a minimum of three values from three sources. In addition, if the difference
between the smallest and largest values of reported calorific values for a material was larger than
10 MJ/kg (which was only the case for some specific polymers, but not for the most common
materials), the reported values were further investigated to narrow down the range and eliminate
any potential outlier.
Table 2-3 List of net heat of combustion (net calorific value) of different material used in the digitized
survey method. This data is compiled from literature references [19 - 36].
Material

Calorific
Value
(MJ/kg)

Aciylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene (ABS)

36.4

Polyester

26.9

Celluloid

18.5

Polyethylene (PE)

45.0

Cellulose

18.1

Polyisocyanurate foam

24.3

Cellulose triacetate

18.4

Polymethylinethacrylate (PMMA)

24.6

Clothes

20.2

Polypropylene

44.1

Cork

29.2

Polystyrene

40.6

Cotton

19.8

Polyurethane

26.7

Kerosene

41.2

Polyvinylchloride (PVC)

17.1

Leather

19.0

Polyvinylidene chloride

15.3

Paper (average)

18.9

Rubber

37.2

Paper, Cardboard

18.9

Straw

19.2

Plastic (average, if specifics not known)

34.9

Wood

*

Polycarbonate

26.9

Calorific
Value
(MJ/kg)

Material

18.4
*

Wool/cellulose (combined)

25.0

* Average obtained from two references (rather than three)

Equation 2-1 [18] contemplates that all the objects in the compartment are made of only one
material. This assumption can be improved by considering that an object is composed of different
materials, and consequently the net heat of combustion (net calorific value) of the object is a
function of the proportion of each of the materials from which the object is made of. To account
for this, Equation 2-2 can be implemented to compute the net heat of combustion:
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4

1
,- =
𝐻
2 𝑀% ∙ 𝐻-,%
𝑀010

Equation 2-2

%56

Where:
,- :
𝐻

Net heat of combustion of an object made of 𝑛 materials (MJ/kg)

𝑀% :

Mass of material 𝑖 (kg)

𝐻-,% :

Net heat of combustion of material 𝑖 (MJ/kg)

𝑀010 : Total mass of the object (kg)

Finally, it is recognized that factors such as geometry of the item, position in the compartment,
surface/volume ratio, etc. will affect the fire behavior of the fuel and might slow down burning or
lead to unburnt residues. Therefore, codes and standards generally implement a combustion factor
(value smaller than 1.0) to adjust fuel load density for design purposes. Yet, the reported values
during surveys are generally the total measured value (un-adjusted), on which such combustion
factor can be implemented afterwards for design calculations. The same convention of reporting
un-adjusted values (i.e. not decreased by a combustion factor) will be adopted in this project.
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3
3.1

Development of a prototype fuel load survey methodology

Description of the methodology

The methodology adopted in this research relies on the seamless procedure illustrated in Figure
3-1. The procedure consists in:
§

Step 1 – Digital inventory: input the general characteristics of the building and room under
consideration, then take snapshots of room content and measure furniture dimensions with
camera and a virtual measuring application in a smartphone/tablet.

§

Step 2 – Data organization: collect and store the snapshots into a structured online database.

§

Step 3 – Item matching: perform a visual/image search on the snapshots to find matching
furniture and corresponding specifications, based on image recognition and data mining
techniques applied to existing online inventory database, in order to obtain mass and
material composition of the item.

§

Step 4 – Fuel load estimation: quantify fuel load by converting furniture specification
(mass, material type, etc.) to energy, applying the relevant caloric value based on the
material composition of the item.

Figure 3-1 Overview of the approach for the digitized fuel load survey methodology
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3.1.1

Electronic surveying form for data collection and organization

The first part in developing the prototype methodology is to create a systematic way of collecting
(Step 1), storing, and organizing (Step 2) the required information during a field survey in an
electronic format. The use of an electronic format in lieu of the traditional paper-format surveying
form presents several advantages. First, an electronic survey form enables taking advantage of
automated image recognition, which is central to the new method. This automatizes the matching
of items to online catalogue data, thereby speeding up the process, reducing the risk of personal
judgements, and giving immediate access to catalogues from multiple manufacturers. Second, the
electronic form enables building of an ever-growing database which facilitates consistency and a
posteriori verification of results. Finally, the setup allows for sortable electronic survey forms as
well as images of objects with proper labeling and taxonomy to be analyzed after the field visit,
thereby reducing the amount of time required to be spent within the building under survey, hence
minimizing the disruption for occupants.
An interactive electronic surveying form is programmed for use by the surveyor. The form allows
recording the required information on a mobile device or tablet. The surveying form is available
online to provide the flexibility of performing the survey with any device that can connect to the
internet. The data that is collected in the survey form is then stored in an SQL database. This
database is searchable and sortable for uploaded data, post-processed information, and images. A
user manual is given in Appendix.
For each surveyed item, different snapshots can be taken and saved. This allows changing angles
to enhance the accuracy of results when using image recognition technique, and consequently
reduce the uncertainty related to the matching of the item. Thus, several images are stored for each
item and accessible when post-processing after the field survey.
Figure 3-2 shows the home screen view of the online application. The first link is used to start a
new survey. The home screen also includes links to post-processed information on calculated fuel
load per item in the database, and sorted data per building and item type. A list of materials with
associated net calorific value is implemented in the code (from Table 2-3), but the home screen
contains a link to add a new material if required.
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Figure 3-2 Home screen view of the electronic survey form

When starting a new survey, the user is first prompted to input general information about the
building and survey effort. This includes the date of the survey and name of the surveyor, and
general location (story, room number, etc.) of the surveyed room. Building drawings can be
uploaded as part of completing the form.
Figure 3-3 shows two sample screens on how the application walks the user through a series of
pages to record building characteristic (e.g., age, number of stories, etc.), occupancy type (dropdown menu with options: office, residential, etc.), compartment characteristics and dimensions of
openings (doors and windows), as well as detailed information on sill height of windows, the space
at which windows/doors connect to (e.g., hallway or open space), and door types (self-closing or
manual). The user can upload an overview image of the room in addition to individual images of
the furniture items. Although this form is primarily designed for office buildings (based on the
listed items for room surveys), it can easily be updated to make it more generalized or include
other specific occupancies and furniture items. Drop-down menus with predefined lists are
provided for facilitating the entry of various information. For instance, predefined lists are given
for different material types of boundary of enclosures including walls, floors and ceilings
(plasterboard, concrete, carpet, tiles, etc.). Similarly, if applicable, door and window frames can
be selected from a predefined list that accounts for typical materials in construction. The surveyor
has the option to capture additional entries related to other openings in the room or possible
renovations in the building.
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Figure 3-3 Screen view of the electronic survey form: (left) general room information, and (right) window
prompts following entries on the general room information to collect data

One main part of the application relates to recording of information on furniture items in the
compartment. Indeed, the objective is to collect data for evaluation of fuel load density. Therefore,
the surveyor will, for each room, collect data on furniture measurements using the electronic form,
and store images of surveyed furniture. The surveyor also has the option to include a description
of the item. Drop-down menus with predefined lists are provided for inputting the type of an item,
as shown in Figure 3-4. Drawer and bookshelf contents are separate entries than the furniture itself.
Drawer content is assumed to be an enclosed item by default, while both options of open or closed
content are provided for bookshelves. For each item, measurements are completed using a virtual
measuring application on the surveying device. Once the user submits the measurements in Figure
3-4, a new window is prompted that will ask for an image of the item (multiple images can be
uploaded). The user can choose to take an image in real time using the camera of the smart phone
or tablet (which is a practical option), or upload an image from the photo library of the device.
This latter option is made available for cases when two or more surveyors work in parallel in the
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room and divide the tasks, e.g., one surveyor can take measurements and images and transfer them
via shared folders to another person recording the data in the form, which can be valuable to speed
up the survey and hence limit the disruption for the building occupants. In addition, information
on different furniture items within the same room can be uploaded simultaneously if more than
one surveyor works in the room. The surveyor can add as many items as needed.

Figure 3-4 Prompt windows to collect information on a furniture item, (left) general view, (right) options
in the drop-down menu

3.1.2

Item matching using machine vision

The next part in the procedure (Step 3) is to analyze the information collected from the field. As
shown in Figure 3-5, the digitized application provides a list of all items added as part of a room
survey. On the post-processing window, the user can edit the initial data (if needed or in case of a
mistake), view uploaded images, and enter mass and material composition of the item.
The user has access to the uploaded images under the “view” link. The Chrome browser allows
the user to right-click on the image and search “Google” for the image. Hence, from within the
application, a search can be launched through different retail search engines using image
recognition to match the snapshot of the item. The free search service Google Images will return
image content of matching items in online catalogues. The user can then select the online item that
corresponds best to the surveyed item, and obtain information on the item from Google or the
manufacturer (by clicking on the picture in Google Images).
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Figure 3-5 Sample list of items surveyed in a room, the “weight and composition” link guides the user to
the post-processing window for the item

Figure 3-6 shows the window prompt for the “weight and composition” link. In this link, the user
will enter post-processed information associated with the item. The form includes an entry to
record the website link or the application where the matching furniture item was found.
Measurement data taken through the virtual application during the survey are employed to
consolidate the selection of the matching items by checking correspondence with the online
findings. The findings from the retail search engines are used to assemble information on weight
and material composition (wood, metal, plastic, etc.). The weight is generally provided as an item
characteristic on the search engines database. Material compositions may be provided by the online
search repositories, or have to be estimated based on the snapshots and observations of the
surveyor.
For irregular shaped items and irregular piles of papers, approximate dimensions are recorded
based on the digital measurements. In specific cases (e.g. pile of books), mass is obtained from
volume (as measured through the virtual measurement application) and density (as assumed for
the observed material, e.g. paper). For bookshelf or filing cabinet, the surveyor can record the
volume percentage that is filled with material (percent compaction), from which the mass can be
estimated as mentioned above.
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Figure 3-6 Mass and material composition entries for each furniture item

As stated earlier, the electronic survey form allows specifying when an item is enclosed, i.e. for
instance a closed filing cabinet. Hence, the amount of fuel load which pertains to enclosed items,
and therefore might not participate to the combustion, is tagged in the database. This allows the
designer to select whether to account for this fuel load completely, assign it a derating factor, or
neglect it entirely in the calculation. Here, this enclosed fuel load will be included in the calculation
of the total fuel load density, conservatively assuming that during a fire event, the cabinets and
shelves are open. This assumption would be consistent for worst case scenarios such as fires
following an earthquake. Finally, it must be noted that closed desk drawers, which could contain
personal items, are not surveyed in the absence of the office occupant, for personal privacy reasons.
Consequently, even though the volume of the drawer is obtained using digital measurements, its
filled volume percentage can only be estimated.
3.1.3

Conversion to fuel load

Finally, in the last step (Step 4), calorific values are used to convert mass to fuel load. The calorific
values have been discussed in Section 2.4 and Table 2-3. The conversion is based on the material
composition of the item, see Equation 2-2. The approach taken for material composition is based
on a combination of the judgement of surveyor and searching furniture specifications. Items such
as desks, bookshelves, books, and binders are relatively easy and are generally made of one
primary material. Chairs, specially more modern ones, are made of different materials, and at times
requires the surveyor to search specifications. Not much information is available on percent
volume or mass contribution of different materials in electronics (e.g., phones, monitors, and
computers), and requires making assumptions. The calorific value of all items in the compartment
are summed (including movable and fixed content). The area of the compartment is then used to
evaluate the total fuel load density.
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3.1.4

Specifications of the digitized survey application

The digitized survey application is hosted online, PowWeb has been selected as the hosting service
to store the website, mainly because the MySQL database administrator (phpMyAdmin) provides
an easier and more user-friendly management of the MySQL database, and offer an unlimited disk
usage for uploads. The application is mostly developed using HTML and PHP programming
languages. The information is stored in the MySQL database in formatted tables. Added survey
items to the database tables are linked and sorted by the building name and room number.
Similarly, images are linked to building and room numbers. Multiple images can be uploaded for
every item, the images are sorted by a counter to account for several entries for the same item. The
subscription for the website host and SQL database expires on July 3, 2020. The SQL database
(including all data and images) and PHP script for the digitized survey application can be
downloaded before end of the subscription.

3.2

Demonstration of the methodology on one office room

3.2.1

Method

The described methodology is applied to one sample office room. The office plan dimensions are
3.8 m by 2.9 m. The office is located in a building on the campus of the University at Buffalo, NY.
The process and results are reported in this section.
Based on the methodology explained in Section 3.1, the surveyor used the digitized survey
application to complete the following steps when surveying the room:
i)

Take measurements of each item in the room. For instance, measurements for a
bookshelf include height, width, and depth;

ii)

Take a few images of each item for image search after the survey;

iii)

If applicable, record percent compaction of the items (e.g., bookshelves), and

iv)

If applicable, record whether an item is enclosed or not (e.g., drawers or bookshelves).

The surveyor collected dimensions and images of 14 different furniture items in the office. These
include two different chair types, a desk, two bookshelves and their content, a phone, a monitor, a
printer, two different diploma frame types, a tea kettle, two trash bins, and miscellaneous paper
piles.
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As stated earlier, the measurements are obtained using the virtual measuring applications on a
cellphone or a tablet. The advantage of digitized measurements compared to the standard tape
measure is twofold: a) One person can complete the survey and take all measurements without
much effort, compared to the possibly difficult task of single-handedly using a physical tape
measurer for some items such as tall windows, items above shelves and out of reach, etc., b) Images
of measurements are recorded and stored by simple click of a button on the tablet/smart phone,
while fixing a standard measuring tape in place and taking a photo might require more than one
person. Different virtual measurement applications were tested to identify their accuracy and ease
of use. The process showed that the surveyor (or the user) of the application should make a few
trial attempts to understand how the application works and how to select the points on a surface to
obtain an accurate measure of distance between the two points. The Tape Measure and Measure
applications on iPad provided reasonable accuracy and were relatively user-friendly. In addition,
a small sensitivity analysis was conducted by having two different and independent users complete
virtual measurements of different furniture items, and comparing the virtual measurements with
values from a physical tape measurement. The discrepancy between measurements is quantified
in Table 3-1. The maximum error is about 10%, while keeping in mind that exact measurements
are not necessarily needed as these measurements are used to guide the post-processing procedure
to find a matching item. The error is generally higher when the surface is not perfectly flat, such
as height or width of a chair.
Table 3-1 Quantification of error for virtual measurements

Item
Width of table
Width of table
Height of board
Width of screen
Height of chair
Diameter of table
Width of chair
Length of frame
Width of trash bin
Height of window

User 1 digitized
measure [cm]
81
371
93
230
143
104
51
36
46
138

User 2 digitized
measure [cm]
83
371
92
220
140
102
48
32
50
137

Tape measure
[cm]
81
365
100
219
130
106
46
33
48
132

Max
error (%)
2.47%
1.64%
8.00%
5.02%
10.00%
3.77%
10.87%
9.09%
4.17%
4.55%

The office under study includes two openings (one door and one window). Virtual measurements
from the window are shown in Figure 3-7. The door dimensions are 1.85 x 0.85 m.
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Measured dimensions with tape measure: 1.14 m

Measured dimensions with tape measure: 1.20 m

Figure 3-7 Comparison of actual and virtual measurements for the window in the example study

The office floor is covered with carpet, which is included in the computation of the fixed fuel load
density. The four boundary walls are made of concrete blocks, which is considered as a noncombustible material, and therefore not included in the total fuel load. The ceiling is made of
mineral fiber panels, considered as combustible and also included as part of fixed fuel load. The
mounting structure for the ceiling is made of aluminum and is not considered as a combustible
material.
Figure 3-8 shows a sample of images with measurements obtained for one frame and one chair.
The measurements shown for the frame are obtained using the “Measure” app while the ones for
the chair are obtained using the “AR Measure” app (the Tape Measure app, as mentioned earlier,
was more user friendly, and was selected as the main application after the initial trials with
different applications). The error in measurement on the height of the frame is about 6% and the
error for chair measurements are on average 7%.
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Measured dimensions with tape measure:
Height: 52 cm, Width: 60 cm

Measured dimensions with tape measure:
Seat width: 44.5 cm, Back height: ~45 cm

Figure 3-8 Comparison of actual and virtual measurements for a frame and a chair

The next step is to process the images and find the mass of the surveyed items. The Google Images
search was used for the two chair types, the desk, bookshelf, and frames. Items that are easy to
locate within online inventories, given their model, such as phone, monitor, and printer were
directly searched and exact masses were obtained. Figure 3-9 shows the selected matching chair
with the one shown in Figure 3-8 when searching with image recognition techniques. The chair of
Figure 3-9 was automatically extracted from an online database based on the uploaded picture of
Figure 3-8. Items such as chairs and desks are perhaps the hardest to find the exact match. It should
be noted that the traditionally applied inventory method provided large standard deviations in
estimated mass of such items as part of this pre-listed inventory options from manufacturer
catalogues. In this case, the matching chair from the image recognition search appears visually
similar and has matching dimensions with the surveyed chair. The reported mass of the chair from
the online inventory is 10.4 kg (23 lbs). Following this exercise, the surveyor weighed the chair
shown in Figure 3-8 with a digital scale as a validation of the process. The measured mass was
10.4 kg (23 lbs), exactly matching what was found during the image search. Such validation is not
possible for the bookshelves and the desk, and it is not expected that the implemented procedure
provides such level of accuracy in general, but this example suggests that the error in obtaining
mass can be reduced using image recognition when compared to traditional inventory method.
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Total

Seat

H (m)

0.94

W (m)

0.69

0.48

D (m)

0.67

0.47

Mass (kg)

Back
0.48
0.46

10.4 kg

Figure 3-9 Selected matching chair using image recognition

Mass of books, binders, and piles of papers in bookshelves are quantified by converting the volume
to mass using an average density. A typical pack of letter size paper (8.5 x 11 inches paper size
with a pack thickness of 2 inches) weighs 2.3 kg. However, the typical paper pack is a relatively
dense pile of paper when compared to binders and different book sizes on a bookshelf. A number
of measurements, using a digital scale, for piles of books and binders were conducted as part of
this study. Based on these measurements, an average density of 500 kg/m3 was derived for books,
binders, and piles of papers typically found in bookshelves and drawers. This average density of
500 kg/m³ is applied as reference during the surveys presented in this report. However, the
digitized form is setup such that the user can modify the input density for the paper if desired.
3.2.2

Results

Table 3-2 lists the furniture items and fixed contents (carpet, ceiling panel tiles, and door) surveyed
in the office. For each item, the table provides the following information:
-

Assigned mass. This mass is based on the image processing procedure for most items, and
direct match to the model for electronic equipment;

-

Assumed material composition. This composition is either indicated by the available
information online or based on the judgement of the surveyors;

-

Fuel load. The fuel load is obtained by converting the mass to energy taking into account
the material composition and the net calorific values of Table 2-3.
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Table 3-2 Summary of surveyed items in a sample office
Material composition (%)
Item

Mass (kg)

Material 1

%

Material 2

Movable content
N.C.*
50 Plastic (avg)
N.C.*
50 Plastic (avg)
N.C.*
45 Plastic (avg)
Wood
97 Rubber
Paper (average)
100 Wood
100 Paper (average)
100 Paper (average)
100 Wood
100 Paper (average)
100 Polyethylene
70 Polycarbonate
Polyethylene
90 NC*
Plastic (average)
85 NC*
Wood
Paper
4.0
50
(average)
Frame 2
Wood
Paper
1.5
50
(average)
Frame 3
Wood
Paper
1.5
50
(average)
Tea Kettle
1.6
N.C.*
100 Trash bin 1
Polyethylene
0.9
100
(PE)
Trash bin 2
Polyethylene
0.9
100
(PE)
Misc. Paper
47.6
Paper (average)
100 Blinds
0.86
Polyvinylchloride 100 Fixed content
Mineral
Ceiling
42.4
100 wool/cellulose
Carpet
52.9
Polypropylene
100 Door
50.0
Steel
100 * N.C.: Non-combustible e.g. aluminum, iron, lead, stainless steel, etc.
Chair 1
Chair 2
Chair 3
Desk
Drawer cont
Bookshelf 1
Content
Content
Bookshelf 2
Content
Monitor
Printer
Phone
Frame 1

10.4
10.4
22.2
116.4
35.6
86.1
44.0
75.0
47.0
197.1
3.6
30.5
1.4

Fuel
load
(MJ)

%

Material 3

%

30
30
40
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
30
10
15

Polyurethane
Polyurethane
Polyurethane
Polycarbonate

20
20
15
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

165
165
400
2205
674
1582
840
1420
863
3733
145
1234
40

20

102

20

31

20

31

0

0

0

39

0

41

30
30
30
0
0
0

Polycarbonate
Polycarbonate
-

0
0

-

0
0

901
15

0

-

0

1060

0
0

-

0
0

2332
0

The total mass density for the movable and fixed content is calculated as 67 kg/m2 (13.7 psf) and
13.2 kg/m2 (2.7 psf) respectively. The measured mass density of furniture items in this office is
larger than the reported mean value by Culver’s survey as discussed in Section 2.1.1 but it is
comparable with reported values from Caro and Milke’s study. The fuel load density for the
movable and fixed content is calculated as 1327 MJ/m2 and 308 MJ/m2. This office contains two
relatively large bookshelves (one completely open where derating factor would not be applicable
and the other half open with two drawers).
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Initial application of the methodology showed that the surveyors became familiar with the digitized
form and post-processing procedure reasonably fast. They practiced using the digitized form and
post-processing items for two days (repeating some tasks) to become proficient. Surveying
duration in an office depends on the number of furniture and the amount of miscellaneous items
that are present in the room. Survey of a typical office with a number of furniture items and various
piles of papers would take approximately 30 minutes. A team of two surveyors work best, where
one surveyor takes digitized measurements of items while the second surveyor records the rest of
the information. Post-processing of standard items such as phones, computers, printers, as well as
papers, books, etc. are fast (one material composition is assumed). Chairs, desks, and bookshelves
need more careful processing. Only in rare cases, with old and/or odd furniture items, a good
matching item through image search was not found.
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4
4.1

Application of the methodology to three office buildings

General description of the surveyed buildings

Following the development of the methodology, three office buildings were surveyed using the
proposed methodology. The three buildings are located on the campus of the University at Buffalo.
Two of the buildings included closed faculty offices primarily, with a few closed clerical offices
and open plan student offices. The third building, home to administrative offices of the University,
primarily included open plan cubicle work stations with only a few closed offices. The selection
of buildings covers different office types in terms of size, use, how long they have been occupied,
and floor plan layout. Construction of buildings 1 and 2 was completed in 1980’s while building
3 was completed in 1970’s. The surveys were performed in Summer and early Fall of 2019.
Table 4-1 summarizes the number of surveyed offices and their occupancy types. A total of 34
closed offices, including 20 faculty/researcher offices, 9 administrative or clerical offices, and 5
common areas, were surveyed. The common areas refer to meeting rooms, computer labs, etc. In
addition, 161 cubicles or work stations as part of 12 large open plan offices were surveyed. The
range of areas for closed offices were 8 to 87 m2 (86 to 936 ft2) with an average of 17 m2 (183 ft2),
while the open plan offices had areas in the range of 24 to 345 m2 (258 to 3713 ft2) with an average
of 96 m2 (1033 ft2). Overall, a total office area of 1720 m2 (18514 ft2) was surveyed as part of this
study.
Table 4-1 Summary of surveyed offices in three buildings

Building 1
Building 2
Building 3
Total

Closed
Open (No. of cubicles)
Closed
Open (No. of cubicles)
Closed
Open (No. of cubicles)
Closed
Open (No. of cubicles)

Faculty/
Researcher
13
7
20
-

Student
4 (71)
1 (11)
5 (82)

Admin/
Clerical
6
3
7 (79)
9
7 (79)

Common
area
3
2
5
-

The fuel load density survey collected information on both moveable and fixed contents. Fixed
content mainly covered doors, carpets, and ceiling tiles. Two of the surveyed buildings had interior
and exterior concrete block walls, the third building had concrete block walls in the exterior and
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drywalls at a number of interior locations. All three buildings had carpet flooring, except for very
few offices. The majority of offices in the two buildings built in 1980’s had ¾ hour fire rated steel
doors while the third building had ¾ hour fire rated commercial wood doors. A few cases, such as
the main reception or a department office, had glass doors. The primary movable contents found
in the offices included chairs, desks, drawers, bookshelves, drawer and bookshelf content, paper,
phone, computers and electronics. Some occasionally observed contents included window blinds,
white boards, and plants. In case of open plan offices, partitions between cubicles were also
included as part of the movable content.

4.2

Fuel load data

Table 4-2 provides results of surveyed fuel load data for the three buildings. The fuel load density
is given for movable content, fixed content, and total (i.e. the sum of movable and fixed contents).
Listed results include the minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation of the fuel load.
Besides, results are grouped separately for the different use category of the office. The last rows
provide the aggregated results for all surveyed rooms.
Overall, a mean value of 1486 MJ/m² has been measured for the 34 closed offices and 12 large
open plan offices (161 cubicles) surveyed in the three buildings. This includes 1115 MJ/m² of
movable content and 371 MJ/m² of fixed content. The standard deviation is 726 MJ/m². The results
are discussed in the next sections.
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Table 4-2 Breakdown of surveyed fuel load based on office use

Fuel Load –
Fuel Load –
2
Movable (MJ/m )
Fixed (MJ/m2)
Faculty-closed (number: 20 rooms)
Min
9
367
96
Max
20
3143
308
Mean
12
1455
265
Standard deviation
3
708
87
Student-open (number: 82 cubicles in 5 open-spaces)
Min
57
642
0
Max
84
1100
308
Mean
66
921
123
Standard deviation
11
210
135
Admin-closed (number: 9 rooms)
Min
8
109
96
Max
24
1257
395
Mean
12
966
293
Standard deviation
5
382
79
Admin-open (number: 79 cubicles in 7 open-spaces)
Min
24
673
280
Max
345
1427
2513
Mean
118
1010
644
Standard deviation
120
265
825
Common area-closed (number: 5 rooms)
Min
11
263
105
Max
87
614
2953
Mean
43
361
798
Standard deviation
30
146
1208
All offices
Min
8
109
0
Max
345
3143
2953
Mean
37
1115
371
Standard deviation
60
614
521
Area (m2)

4.3

Analysis and discussion

4.3.1

Influence of parameters on fuel load density

Fuel Load –
Total (MJ/m2)
675
3451
1721
730
642
1408
1044
280
417
1591
1259
386
953
3218
1654
734
368
3238
1160
1179
368
3451
1486
726

From Table 4-2, an influence of the use category on the fuel load can be observed. Specifically,
it is found that closed offices of faculty and researchers have the largest fuel load density, followed
closely by open offices for administrative staff. Some of these offices had very large quantities of
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accumulated paper and books over a number of years. Although age is not considered as a factor,
it was observed that offices that were occupied more than 10 years had a larger amount of fuel,
when compared to those occupied under 5 years. At the other end of the spectrum, open offices
for students (cubicles) and closed common areas (e.g., meeting rooms) have smaller fuel load
density. Based on this classification, our results suggest that the use category within the office
occupancy (e.g. common area vs. administrative office) has a greater influence on the fuel load
density than the distinction between closed offices and open-space cubicles. However, the
statistical database in this study is too limited to draw definitive conclusions.
Figure 4-1 shows the surveyed data from the three buildings in this study as a function of office
area. Offices with larger areas tend to have smaller fuel load density, given that the total fuel load
is normalized by the larger area to yield the fuel load density. The scatter in data between the three
buildings is relatively consistent, while the three buildings cover different office types
(administrative versus faculty or researcher offices). Based on observations during the survey, the
majority of offices had a relatively heavy load of paper.
4000

Building 1

Fuel Load Density [MJ/m2]

3500

Building 2

3000
Building 3
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
0

50

100

150
200
Area [m2]

250

300

350

Figure 4-1 Surveyed fuel load density as a function of office area

Table 4-3 provides a breakdown of the movable fuel load density in the surveyed offices. The
breakdown is presented both in terms of types of items contributing to the movable fuel load
(furniture content, electronics, paper, other), and in terms of materials contributing to the movable
fuel load (wood, plastic, paper, other). As a comparison with previous studies, of the total movable
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fuel in the survey conducted by Caro and Milke (1996), papers and books contributed 54% of the
total load, furniture contributed 25.1%, partitions contributed 11.4%, computer equipment
contributed 6.2%, and miscellaneous items contributed 3.3%. The results of this study are
relatively consistent with Caro and Milke’s survey outcomes, with 54% paper, 36% furniture, 8%
electronics, and 2% other items. It should be noted that in the study by Caro and Milke, the fuel is
reported as mass density (psf) and mass values are not multiplied by the calorific values, which
complicates the direct comparison. Table 4-3 also reports the breakdown of movable fuel load
density in terms of material composition, with 30% of all content made from wood, 16% plastic,
and 54% paper.

Table 4-3 Breakdown of movable fuel load density in terms of item type and material composition

Item type
Furniture
Electronics
Paper
Other

% contribution to
fuel load density
36%
8%
54%
2%

Material type
Wood
Plastic
Paper
Other

% contribution to
fuel load density
30%
16%
54%
~0.2%

Based on the above discussion, paper contributes to more than 50% of fuel load density in
surveyed offices. It must be noted that closed parts of bookshelves and drawers are assumed to be
filled with paper. As stated previously, no derating factor is assumed for enclosed spaces. Figure
4-2 shows a sample of observed paper load in different offices. Figures 4-2 (a) and (b) compares
accumulation of paper in two faculty offices that were occupied for more than 10 years and 5 years,
respectively. Figure 4-2 (c) shows an open plan administrative office with series of filing cabinets
and archives.
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Figure 4-2: (a) closed faculty office, occupied for more than 10 years, with open bookshelf and
accumulation of paper over years; (b) closed faculty office, occupied for more than 5 years, with large
open stacks of paper aside from enclosed drawers; (c) large open administrative office with full height
shelves for file archives and a series of enclosed filing cabinets.

Table 4-4 shows the breakdown of fuel load density based on the office type (closed versus open).
Open offices have slightly smaller total fuel load density, but the difference is not as significant as
could be expected (mean total of 1401 MJ/m² vs. 1516 MJ/m²). Open offices have slightly smaller
movable fuel load density, but more importantly, a smaller standard deviation for movable load as
well. It can be seen that maximum value of fixed fuel load density is much larger than the mean
for both open and closed offices. The large values of the maximum fixed fuel load density (2513
and 2953 MJ/m2) come from two special cases (a meeting room and a reception office) with special
ceilings composed of decorative timber finishes.
Table 4-4 Breakdown of surveyed fuel load based on office type (open vs. closed)

Area (m2)
Min
Max
Mean
Standard deviation

24
345
96
93

Min
Max
Mean
Standard deviation

8
87
17
16

NFPA Research Foundation

Fuel Load –
Movable (MJ/m2)
Open offices
642
1427
962
247
Closed offices
109
3143
1165
697

2019

Fuel Load –
Fixed (MJ/m2)

Total Fuel
Load (MJ/m2)

0
2513
438
702

642
3218
1401
681

96
2953
351
467

368
3451
1516
758
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4.3.2

Probabilistic distribution

Figure 4-3 and 4-4 show the cumulative distributions of the movable content and total fuel load
densities of all data, respectively. A Generalized Extreme Value distribution (Type I) fit is used.
The Generalized Extreme Value distribution is equivalent to Gumbel distribution, which is the
prescribed distribution for fuel load density in the Eurocode. The fit shows good agreement with
the data. The mean of the fitted distribution for movable content is 1116 MJ/m² with a standard
deviation of 604 MJ/m2, which are within 2% of calculated values for the data as reported in Table
4-2. Similarly, the mean of the fitted distribution for total fuel load density is 1485 MJ/m² with a
standard deviation of 719 MJ/m2, which are within 1% of calculated values for the data. Table 45 shows the parameters for the fitted distributions for both movable and total fuel load density.

Table 4-5 Parameters of fitted Generalized extreme value distribution to fuel load density data

k
𝜎
𝜇

Movable fuel load density
-0.01995
483
847
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Figure 4-3 Generalized extreme value distribution fit to the movable fuel load density for the surveyed
offices.

Figure 4-4 Generalized extreme value distribution fit to the total fuel load density for the surveyed
offices.
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4.3.3

Comparison with previous surveys

The obtained results are compared with previously conducted survey by Culver in 1970’s [4].
Table 4-6 shows the statistics of fuel load density data for government and private office building,
based on Culver’s survey. Culver reports fuel load density in terms of mass density or lbs/ft2, while
the reported values in Table 4-6 are in MJ/m2. The majority of fuel in 1970’s was assumed to be
made of wood (cellulosic); therefore, a caloric value of 18 MJ/kg was conservatively assumed to
covert mass density to fuel load density (taking into account the possibility of different material
compositions). NFPA 557 also makes a reference to Culver’s data but applies a calorific value of
15 MJ/kg for the conversion. Culver used the inventory method for surveying offices, where the
mass density of an item was calculated using a series of transfer functions based on an inventory
of furniture collected from manufacturers’ catalogues. While the maximum fuel load density from
Culver’s survey is comparable to the range of data in this study, the average value from Culver’s
survey (615 MJ/m² and 659 MJ/m²) is considerably smaller than that of the current study
(1486 MJ/m2 for all offices).

Table 4-6 Results of Culver’s survey of fuel load density from 1970’s [4]

General and Clerical
offices

No. of
observations

Min

Max

Mean

St. Dev.

Government

419

52.7

3909

615

404

Private

625

132

3258

659

378

NFPA 557 recommends an average content fuel load density of 600 MJ/m2 (with standard
deviation of 500 MJ/m2) and an average fixed fuel load density of 130 MJ/m2 (with standard
deviation of 40 MJ/m2).
Figure 4-5 is taken from the final report of the 2011 survey conducted by Zalok in Canada [15], a
study supported by the Fire Protection Research Foundation. The figure shows fuel load density
from 103 offices, obtained using different surveying approaches. It is clear that larger values of
fuel load density were also obtained in 2011, compared to older surveys.
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Figure 4-5 Results of total fuel load density for 103 offices as part of Zalok’s study in 2011 (figure taken
from [15])

To make a direct comparison with other studies, the collected data is also quantified in terms of
mass density (not taking into account the material composition and calorific value). The mean
mass density of all offices in this study is 62.2 kg/m2 (12.7 psf). As a comparison, Caro and Milke
[8] reported mean mass density for movable items in the order of 71 kg/m2 (details are provided
in Section 2.1). Therefore, the amount of movable content within surveyed offices in this project
is comparable to their study.
From the design perspective, the fuel load density across large open floor plan offices (with the
number of cubicles/workstations in the order of 20 or more) is distributed uniformly across the
floor. The workstations are relatively similar in terms of furniture (one desk, one or two chairs,
drawer, computer, monitor, keyboard, mouse, phone, trash can, and paper). The workstations are
generally arranged in a grid across the floor. There is typically a common room for a
photocopier/printer, fax, etc. that serves one or few units in the office.
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4.3.4

Sensitivity analysis

In obtaining the above results, one main assumption was in regards to the content of closed drawers
and closed sections of bookshelves. It was assumed that on average, 50% of the volume of the
closed drawer or bookshelf is filled with paper (for determination of calorific value). During the
survey, a few of the occupants provided input in terms of the content in their closed spaces and
permitted the surveyors to open the drawers. The actual volume and type of content was similar to
the assumed approach in this survey. Nevertheless, a sensitivity analysis of the results to the
assumed volume of the available content in closed drawers and bookshelves is completed to
investigate the influence of this assumption.
Table 4-7 shows the change in the amount of movable fuel load density if the percentage of the
drawer and closed bookshelf contents change to 40% or 30% of volume from the original 50%
assumption. The maximum value of movable fuel load density drops by 336 MJ/m2 when lowering
the content from 50% to 30% volume. Under the same assumption, the mean value of movable
fuel load density drops by 131 MJ/m2. The latter represents an 11.7% decrease in the mean
movable fuel load density, and an 8.8% decrease in the total fuel load density (reducing it from
1486 MJ/m² to 1355 MJ/m²). This sensitivity study is also similar to application of a derating factor
to the enclosed content. As was shown in Figure 4-2, a number of offices in this study had large
stacks of papers and books in open bookshelves, therefore, the change in assumed percentage of
content in enclosed shelves or drawers does not significantly lower the amount of fuel load density.

Table 4-7 Sensitivity of results to assumed volume of paper in enclosed drawers and bookshelves

Min
Max
Mean
Standard deviation

Fuel Load density – Movable (MJ/m2)
% of volume of the closed drawer/bookshelf filled
30%
40%
50%
96
102
109
2807
2975
3143
984
1049
1115
537
576
614

The sensitivity of results was also investigated with respect to two different users post-processing
the items. Five rooms were randomly selected, and the movable contents were post-processed by
two members of the team independently. As stated earlier, the post-processing includes finding the
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weight of an item through image search and including material composition. The objective was to
investigate how the user (surveyor) affected the results through different choices in postprocessing. The calculated values for movable fuel load density reported by User 1 and User 2
showed some level of discrepancies. When summing the absolute differences of all reported
values, the average absolute difference amounted to 135 MJ/m2. However, no systematic underor over-estimation was consistently made by a User compared to the other; in other words,
differences in reported values tended to compensate, and the mean movable fuel load densities
reported by User 1 and User 2 differed by only 16 MJ/m2.
4.3.5

Data storage and management

The subscription for the website hosting from which the SQL database is managed has unlimited
disk usage, but to keep track of usage, the data and images for all office rooms surveyed as part of
this study take 3.27 GB of space.
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5
5.1

Conclusion and Recommendations

Main findings and conclusions

This report documents the outcomes of a project conducted for the NFPA Research Foundation on
a “Prototype Fuel Load Survey Methodology”. The project included three main parts, namely: (i)
a literature review on fuel load survey methodologies, (ii) the development of a new digitized fuel
load survey method using machine vision, and (iii) the application of the methodology to collect
fuel load data from three office buildings.
The literature review covered fuel load surveys conducted between the 1970’s and 2015 in the
U.S., Canada, Europe, India and Australia. It was found that data remains scarce for fuel load
density in buildings, despite the considerable importance of this parameter in design. The number
of surveys in recent years is limited and these surveys generally have considered a relatively small
number of rooms and buildings. As a result, design code recommendations are based on statistical
samples, which are often several decades old. The main reason explaining this lack of data is the
fact that conducting a survey for fuel load is a cumbersome undertaking. Existing survey methods
have been reviewed, including: (a) direct weighing method, (b) inventory based on transfer
functions to map items to catalogue, (c) questionnaire, and (d) review of pictures from real estate
website. The surveying method influences the obtained fuel load density. Each method presents
advantages and disadvantages; combination of weighing and inventory methods has generally been
considered (e.g. NFPA 557) as the best trade-off between accuracy and speed. Overall, these
observations clearly confirm the need for more efficient survey methods, applied at a much larger
scale, to provide reliable statistics for fuel load density. This is important, notably, to advance
performance-based fire safety engineering.
A new prototype methodology has then been described. This methodology takes advantage of
recent technological advances, notably in machine vision, to modernize the inventory method with
a digitized approach. The methodology adopts a four-step procedure consisting in digital inventory
of the room content, data organization, item matching through reverse image search using available
artificial intelligence applications, and conversion of item weight and composition into fuel load
data. This procedure is seamlessly completed through an electronic surveying form app developed
as part of this project. It can be completed by one surveyor entering the room with an iPad and
recording the relevant information, including taking all measurements and pictures through the
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app. Advantages over previous inventory methods include: automatization of the process of
matching the items to find their characteristics, which speeds up the process, reduces the
uncertainty, and exponentially increases the searchable database; reduction of the disruption for
the room occupants (because the on-site procedure is faster and the digital inventory can be postprocessed after the field visit); and possibility of standardization and infinite storage for an ever
growing database for fuel load statistics.
Proof of concept for the methodology within this project demonstrated its feasibility and
practicality, notably in terms of matching results obtained automatically through Google Images
for the movable items, in terms of speed, and in terms of consistency and robustness of the
approach to particular choices made by the surveyor, compared to existing surveying
methodologies. Yet, the approach did not provide specific solutions for some of the uncertainties
in the process of collecting fuel load data, such as the fuel load associated with drawer and
bookshelves contents, or material composition of certain items including linings and fixed
contents. In the current (first-generation) version of the method, these latter issues have still to be
resolved in a manner largely similar to the traditional inventory method (except that the
measurements of dimensions can be digital through the app). But further developments of AI
technologies could provide solutions to these issues as well in the future.
The digitized fuel load surveying method was applied to three office buildings. A total office area
of 1720 m2 was surveyed consisting in 34 closed offices and 161 cubicles within 12 large open
plan offices. The measured fuel load for movable content ranged between 109 MJ/m² and
3143 MJ/m², with a mean of 1115 MJ/m² and a standard deviation of 614 MJ/m². When including
the fixed content, the measured total fuel load ranged between 368 MJ/m² and 3451 MJ/m², with
a mean of 1486 MJ/m² and a standard deviation of 726 MJ/m². The data is well captured by a
Generalized Extreme Value distribution.
The obtained fuel load results based on the given sample of offices are considerably larger than
recommended values in standards for office buildings (e.g. NFPA 557, Eurocode). While the
findings of this report are based on a relatively small sample and office buildings that are located
on a university campus with accumulated piles of books and papers, the extent of the difference is
noticeable. A comparison to previous surveys is provided. It is noteworthy that older studies report
fuel load density in terms of psf, hence not taking material composition into account, which makes
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a direct comparison more difficult. Caro and Milke [8] reported a mean mass density for movable
items in the order of 71 kg/m2, which is larger than the 62.2 kg/m2 found for the offices surveyed
in this study. A Canadian survey from 2011 [15] reports results in MJ/m². In the latter, the
inventory method resulted in a mean of 852 MJ/m2 and standard deviation of 484 MJ/m2, which is
also larger than the recommendations in standards. The survey had few data points below 500
MJ/m². Besides, the Canadian study used derating factors for enclosed items, which reduces the
fuel load due to papers. In the current study, movable fuel load was composed at 54% by paper,
and no derating factor was applied to enclosed content. Observations of the surveyed offices across
the three buildings (including administrative and academic offices) showed a large amount of
accumulated paper. Even when modifying the assumption on assumed volume of paper in enclosed
drawers and bookshelves, the obtained fuel load remained larger than prescribed design values in
current codes and guidelines.

5.2

Recommendations and perspectives

The following recommendations are formulated based on the work presented in this report:
•

Technological advances over the last decades in mobile technologies, computer vision,
artificial intelligence, and cloud storage, provide opportunities for breakthrough in
surveying methods for fuel load data. The proof of concept for a novel methodology
harnessing (some of) these advances has demonstrated the feasibility and interest of a
digitized inventory procedure using machine vision. The methodology described in this
report is a first generation of its kind. It is recommended to pursue research in this direction,
building on the findings of this work, to further consolidate and improve this type of
approach.

•

Suggested directions for improvement of the methodology include the ability to
automatically recognize the material composition of complex items (e.g. electronics); the
ability to automatically evaluate the fuel load associated with fixed contents (e.g. detecting
materials and depth of room lining); the ability to extract information based on a single
360° picture of a room rather than individual pictures of all items; and the possibility to
fully automatize the post-processing by populating the fuel load data based on the matching
pictures and measurements. The first improvement could rely on targeted studies to create
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a database of material composition and fuel load of electronics and other equipment
commonly found in offices. The second and third improvements will be linked to advances
in machine vision, and it seems reasonable to expect that the technology will be available
in a not-too-distant future. The fourth improvement could naturally derive from wide
adoption of the methodology that would result over time in an extensive database of
digitized fuel load surveys, as discussed further hereafter.
•

The long-term goal of this project is to develop the foundation of a database with an
inventory of images and the corresponding fuel load density values. If such database is
created, then image recognition technique and artificial intelligence can be used to directly
obtain fuel load density once image of a furniture is taken, which will greatly decrease the
survey time while maintaining accuracy compared to other existing methodologies. Such
database does not currently exist but once it is created and expanded over time, the digitized
methodology will be significantly different compared to the existing ones. The current
database includes information on 135 chairs, 94 desks, and 59 bookshelves (there might be
duplicate entries in case of two offices with similar furniture, but majority of items are
different). This project can be viewed as the first generation of a digitized fuel load density
surveying methodology. One of the main contributions of this work is having established
the foundation toward a fully automatized method, by defining the methodology, setting
up the electronic form, and a structured database of recorded information.

•

Finally, the results of the fuel load survey conducted in three buildings as part of this work,
as well as some recent surveys by others, suggest relatively large values of fuel load
density. Admittedly, the sample size in this report was limited (34 closed offices and 161
cubicles within 12 large open plan offices), and the office buildings were located on a
university campus with relatively large amount of paper. Therefore, given the importance
of fuel load density as a design parameter for building fire safety, it seems critical to collect
additional information and conduct more surveys on fuel load density of different
occupancy types to provide recommendations for design.
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APPENDIX: User Manual for the Survey Form
A step-by-step guide for the digitized fuel load survey electronic form.
Introduction
The purpose of this manual is to guide a user to conduct a fuel load density survey using the
digitized website application developed as part of a project supported by the National Fire
Protection Association. The manual provides an overview of the steps to setup survey of a room,
document an item, and post-process the item. However, this is not intended to be an exhaustive
guide of every feature of the website.
Website Application Homepage
The website application homepage is shown in Figure 1. Once at the Homepage, multiple options
are available to the user:
Start new survey

Main part of the application. Refer to Section 1.

Fuel Load per Item

Computes fuel load for all items and arranges them by
movable and fixed items. Refer to Section 2.

Filter data per building and item type

Searchable items per building. Refer to Section 3.

Add new material

Permits the user to introduce a new material that can be used
during post-processing items. Refer to Section 4.

About this application

Contact information and a site map. Refer to Section 5.

Logout

Securely closes the current session on the website application.
Refer to Section 6.

Figure 1 – Application Homepage
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Use of Google Chrome is recommended (but not necessary) as it will let the user initiate an image
search of an item directly from the website, as discussed later.
As a general note, once within the application, there is a link at the end of each page to return the
user to the previous page or the website Homepage. Use of “Go Back” from the web browser is
not recommended as the user might receive an error.
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Section 1: Start New Survey
1.1 Initial Information
The first link “Start new survey” on the Homepage will prompt the user to enter a password. The
website is password protected to keep the data safe from changes by public visitors to the website.

Figure 2 - Application login page

The first step in the survey is entering the name of a new building to survey or the selection of a
previous building where survey is in progress. The list of all buildings that have previously been
created is provided to the user (Figure 3). User can select an existing building to continue with the
survey, or create a new building by clicking “Enter new building”.

Figure 3 - Building selection
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Clicking on the “Enter new building” option will direct the user to a new webpage to enter general
building information, such as name, address, etc. (Figure 4). Click “Submit” once all information
is entered.

Figure 4 - Building information

You have now successfully created a building to survey. The user will now be prompted to create
a room in the building. Input the information on room dimensions, floor type, ceiling type, wall
type, etc. (Figure 5). Some entries are pre-defined based on typically observed cases, but the user
can change entries as needed. For ceilings and walls, a maximum of four different layers, with
their corresponding thicknesses, can be entered. Once all the information has been entered, click
“Submit” to store the information in the database.

Figure 5 - Room information
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You have now successfully created a room. Next, the user will be prompted to input door
specifications. If the room has more than one door, the user can input additional doors at a later
time. Once all information has been entered, click “Submit” to store the information in the
database.

Figure 6 - Door information

The final step to complete the first part of the survey requires information about the survey date
and surveyor name. The date entry is automatically filled in. Every time that a user returns to the
application to survey or post-process rooms in a building, the application will ask the user’s name
and date of survey for the records. Once all the information has been entered, click “Submit” to
store the information in the database. A message will appear confirming that the information has
been entered. Click “Continue” to finish the first step of a survey.

Figure 7 - Survey information
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1.2 Information About Items in a Room
Once a building and a room are registered, the user can begin to document items and optional
information for the room. Figure 8 shows the main screen where information on a given room can
be entered. Below the title, the webpage displays the building name and room number for which
information is being entered. The webpage includes three different sub-sections: Optional
Information, Continue Adding, and Additional.

Figure 8 - Adding items in a room

1.2.1 Optional Information
The link “Optional Information” can be used to upload information on building drawings, pictures
of the room, floor, ceiling, walls, and information about renovations that have been made in the
building. The digitized form walks the user through necessary pages. For building drawings, any
file type can be uploaded to the database, but PDF and DWG file types are recommended. For
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pictures of the room, floor, ceiling and walls, the user can either upload from the photo library of
the device, or directly using the device camera. To add a picture, click on “Choose File” button
and follow either of the methods described above. For walls, the user is asked to upload pictures
of both exterior and interior walls. The information about renovations is entered as plain text (500
characters maximum); this information is not required, and the option is provided for cases that
building had renovations.

1.2.2 Continue Adding Option
Under the heading “Continue adding”, the links “Add another Door” and “Add Window” can be
used to add additional doors and windows. For doors, a similar page to Figure 6, as discussed
earlier, will be prompted. For windows, information about height and width, as well as sill height
and materials are required (Figure 9). Once all information has been entered, click “Submit” to
store the information in the database.

Figure 9 - Window information

The last link in this section is the “Add Item” option. This entry allows the user to record the
movable items that are in the room. In order to add an item, the item type is selected using a dropdown menu. The following information should also be added: the quantity of the item in the room,
dimensions of the item as measured by a tape measure or virtually, and an optional description of
the item (Figure 10). Once all the information has been entered, click “Submit” to store the
information in the database.
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Figure 10 - "Add Item" webpage to enter room movable content

Next, you are asked to add a picture of the item (Figure 11). The picture can either be uploaded
from the photo library of the device, or taken directly using the device camera. To add the picture,
click “Choose File” button and follow either of the methods described above. Once the picture is
added, the user will be directed to a webpage that will show the image that has been uploaded with
the corresponding label in the SQL database (Figure 12). Also, the user will have the choice to add
additional images using the “Add another image for this item” link, or to return to the Homepage
for the room with the “Go Back” link. Once completed, you have successfully added an item.

Figure 11 - Adding a picture for an item
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Figure 12 – Uploaded picture and corresponding information

1.2.3 Additional Options
Under the heading “Additional”, the user has the following options: “Post-process Items”, “Fuel
Load Computation”, “View Room Pictures”, “Choose another room for this building”, “Choose
another building”, “Logout” and “Return to Homepage”.
The “Post-process Items” prompts a webpage that lists all the items that have been entered through
the “Add Item” option (Figure 13). For each item, the user has the options of selecting “Weight
and Composition”, “Initial Data”, “View”, “Add image”, and “Delete”. The listed “Item Counter”
shows the counter value assigned to the item, which serves as a label to keep track of similar items
of a particular room in the MySQL database. The “Post-Processed” column displays “Yes” or
“No” to check if information such as weight and item composition has been entered or not.

Figure 13 - List of added items for a room

The “Weight and Composition” link permits the user to enter information on the mass and material
composition of the item (Figure 14). In order to find the mass of an item, it is best to use the picture
and dimensions to find a suitable match through inverse image search. If using Google Chrome,
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the image can be left-clicked to directly search for the image in Google. If using a different
browser, you can copy the image link and input the link into the Google image search function in
a different window tab. Once a suitable match is found online, and the mass is identified, enter the
mass and the link of the website from which the matching item was found. Next, input the material
composition of the item in terms of mass fraction (not volumetric fraction) The application allows
the user to define up to four different materials for each item. Click “Submit” to complete postprocessing of the item. A confirmation webpage will be displayed to indicate that the information
has been submitted correctly (this will change the “Post-Processed” entry in the table to “Yes”). If
a non-valid value has been entered for the weight, or if the sum of percentages for the material
composition does not add up to 100%, the confirmation webpage will indicate an error and that
the information has not been registered. This will require the user to correctly post-process the
item again.

Figure 14 - Weight and composition webpage

The “Initial Data” option permits the user to modify the information that was entered for the item
during the survey (e.g., due to an error during documenting the item), as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15 - Editing initial data for an item
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The “View” option allows the user to review the pictures and dimensions for the item under
consideration. If the item has not been post-processed, the information in the table for materials
and their corresponding percentages will be blank and the webpage will indicate that the fuel load
for the item is 0 MJ. The link “Edit Weight and Composition”, provided at the bottom of the page
Figure 16, takes the user to the post-processing webpage to enter information on the mass and
composition of the item (Figure 14).

Figure 16 – Viewing pictures and information of an item

The “Add Image” option allows the user to enter additional pictures for the item. A page similar
to the one shown in Figure 11 will be displayed and the process is similar to the one described
before for uploading pictures for an item.
Finally, the “Delete” option allows the user to remove the item from the database, including both
information and pictures.
The “Fuel Load Computation” option in Figure 8 lists the post-processed fuel load for movable
and fixed contents of the room under consideration, and the corresponding weights and material
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compositions (Figure 17). The total fuel load (in MJ) and fuel load density (in MJ/m2) are displayed
at the bottom of the page.

Figure 17 – Summary of fuel load and fuel load density for a room

The “View Room Pictures” option in Figure 8 allows the user to review the pictures that were
uploaded for the room, including pictures of ceilings, floors, and walls (refer to Section 1.2). The
“Choose another room for this building” option allows the user to choose or enter another room
for the same building. The “Choose another building” option allows the user to choose or enter
another building (Figure 3). The “Logout” option closes the current session. Finally, the “Return
to Homepage” option takes the user to the application homepage.
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Section 2: Fuel Load per Item
The link “Fuel Load per Item” on the Homepage generates two new tables from the database that
summarizes the fuel load (in MJ) and fuel load density (in MJ/m2) for all items in all rooms and
all buildings. The first table contains the information for the movable items (Figure 18) and the
second table contains the information for the fixed items (Figure 19). The table entries list building
name, room number, room use, room space, room area, item type, material composition, fuel load,
and fuel load density.

Figure 18 – Fuel load for movable items in all rooms and buildings in the database

Figure 19 - Fuel load for fixed items in all rooms and buildings in the database

Depending on the number of entries in the database and internet connection speed, generation of
tables on this webpage can take from a few seconds to a few minutes.
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Section 3: Filter Data per Building and Item Type
The link “Filter data per building and item type” on the Homepage is a useful tool that permits the
user to filter the data that is stored on the database per building and item type (both fields required).
Two dropdown menus are provided to choose building name and item type (Figure 20). The
“building name” menu lists the available building entries on the database. The “item type” menu
lists the movable items that can be added during survey of a room. Once submitted, a table that
lists building name, item type, room number, quantity for the item, weight, material composition,
and fuel load (in MJ) is displayed (Figure 21).

Figure 20 - Filtering post-processed data based on building name and item type

Figure 21 - Filtered post-processed data based on selection of Figure 20
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Section 4: Add New Material
When defining material composition of an item (Section 1.2.3 and Figure 14), the user can choose
up to four different materials. The choice of material is made through a dropdown menu based on
the available options in the stored database. If needed, the option “Add new material” allows the
user to define a new material to be used when post-processing an item. Two entries are required
to add a new material: name and the calorific value (in MJ/kg) (Figure 22). To enter this webpage,
the user should have already started a session and logged into the webpage (Section 1.1 and Figure
2).

Figure 22 – Defining new material

After the information is correctly entered, the user will receive a confirmation message that
indicates the entry was added to the database and can be used for post-processing (Figure 23).

Figure 23 - Confirmation message after successfully defining a new material
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Section 5: About this Application
The link “About this application” provides information about the website developer and contact
information (Figure 24). The information can be used to contact the developer about issues that
are found on the website application. The link “Application’s Map” shows a flowchart that
illustrates the workflow and connectivity between different pages on the application. The flowchart
is useful to have an understating of the logic behind the development of the website application.

Figure 24 - "About this Application" webpage

.
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Section 6: Logout
The link “Logout” allows the user to close the current session (Figure 25). Although parts of the
application are accessible to the public (Fuel Load per Item, Filter data per building and item type,
and About this application), the main pages to enter or edit data (Start new survey and Add new
material) are password protected to keep the data safe from changes by public visitors of the
website.

Figure 25 - Logout confirmation message
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